
Color Modes:  CMYK vs. RGB

You should always start and end your designs in CMYK 
(Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black).  If the file is set up in 
RGB (Red, Green, Blue)  the color will automatically 
shift when converted to CMYK.

Text:  Small 4 color text

If you have small and/or thin text in your file it should 
be 100% black with no other colors present (Cyan, 
Magenta or Yellow).  This will prevent the text from 
being incorrectly registered (lined up on the press 
when printed) or blurry.

Color Modes:  CMYK vs. Grayscale

Always check the CMYK values of your grayscale in 
the final CMYK document. If there are other values 
other than Black in your grayscale image, there is a 
chance that the color will vary.
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Grayscale CMYK not converted 
to Grayscale
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Fonts:  Defaulting fonts

To avoid missing font problems, we recommend 
“outlining” all fonts before submitting.  If this is not 
possible we ask that you supply the fonts along with 
the artwork as well as a low res proof (.jpg or .pdf) to 
compare with the print ready artwork.

Resolution:  Vector and Raster

All files should be set up either as vector files (.ai, 
.eps, .indd) or Raster files (.psd., .jpg, .tif) with a 
resolution no smaller than 300 dpi (dots per inch).  
A file printed at a lower resolution may not print as 
clean and sharp as one at the correct resolution.  
A low resolution file may look good on a computer 
monitor and not when printed because monitors 
view everything at a resolution of 72 ppi.

Black Text CMYK Text

Intended font

Font as it may look when we receive it.

Vector High Res. Low Res.



Bleed

Bleed must extend further than the cut line. Please keep all text and anything you do not want cut at least 
.125” away from the cut line.  If type or any other crucial elements fall too close to the edge (1/8”) they run 
the risk of being cut off.

If you are creating your file in Photoshop (or similar application) then you must make your document 1/4” 
larger overall than your final trim size in both height and width, keeping in mind that anything you want to be 
in the final product should not fall within that extra 1/4”.
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Indicates area where all crucial 
artwork should be placed.

Crucial artwork placed within image, 
but not within Safe area.

Results in correct artwork.

Results in artwork being trimmed off.

Crucial artwork placed within Safe 
area, will look correct when trimmed

Images below not to scale; areas between lines represent 1/8”

Indicates the cut line. Indicates where artwork should 
extend out to for cutting.
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